Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer-Based DNA Nanoprism with a Split Aptamer for Adenosine Triphosphate Sensing in Living Cells.
We have developed a DNA nanoprobe for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) sensing in living cells, based on the split aptamer and the DNA triangular prism (TP). In which nucleic acid aptamer was split into two fragments, the stem of the split aptamer was respectively labeled donor and acceptor fluorophores that underwent a fluorescence resonance energy transfer if two ATP molecules were bound as target molecule to the recognition module. Hence, ATP as a target induced the self-assembly of split aptamer fragments and thereby brought the dual fluorophores into close proximity for high fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency. In the in vitro assay, an almost 5-fold increase in FA/FD signal was observed, the fluorescence emission ratio was found to be linear with the concentration of ATP in the range of 0.03-2 mM, and the nanoprobe was highly selective toward ATP. For the strong protecting capability to nucleic acids from enzymatic cleavage and the excellent biocompatibility of the TP, the DNA TP nanoprobe exhibited high cellular permeability, fast response, and successfully realized "FRET-off" to "FRET-on" sensing of ATP in living cells. Moreover, the intracellular imaging experiments indicated that the DNA TP nanoprobe could effectively detect ATP and distinguish among changes of ATP levels in living cells. More importantly, using of the split aptamer and the FRET-off to FRET-on sensing mechanism could efficiently avoid false-positive signals. This design provided a strategy to develop biosensors based on the DNA nanostructures for intracellular molecules analysis.